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sounds, but one day I noticed cedar waxwings in the yard. I
did not hear them. That was one of the things that led me
to get my hearing checked and eventually get hearing aids.
For The Birds
Now, five years later, I am using the Merlin app from the
There are 9,000 species of Cornell Lab on my phone. This free app identifies the birds
birds on this planet. Over
from their sounds and shows what the bird is on the
2,000 species can be found screen. My love of birds inspired me to keep on learning
across fifty states. More
and to experiment with something I was uncomfortable
than four hundred bird
with…an app! It has given me great joy, and I love to share
species spend time with us the app and findings with others who are interested. It is
here in the state of Maine most helpful when looking for warblers which are usually
throughout the four
heard before they are seen.
seasons.
People often ask, “Is birding a hobby or a sport?” Some
Birds are everywhere!
folks enjoy birding contests that involve counting the
They come in all kinds of
number of species seen and recorded in a given amount of
shapes and sizes in eyetime. Yet many birders stay away from competition,
catching hues; they exhibit preferring to enjoy their hobby by keeping lists of birds
different behaviors and
they have seen on their land or during their lifetime. For
have a variety of voices. They are the subjects of many
me, birding is a vital part of my everyday life. I appreciate
artists, photographers, writers, and scientists.
hearing the chickadee thank me as I fill the bird feeder. I
I am a birder, or as some people prefer to be called, a bird enjoy watching the nuthatch walk upside down on a tree,
and I am entertained by the many sounds and antics of the
watcher. I feed the birds daily in my backyard, and I built
catbird. When blue jays bring their offspring into the yard
houses for those birds that like to live in little wooden
to feed them, I marvel at what good parents they are. In
houses. I look forward to spring when the migratory birds
the spring, I venture out to other areas to see warblers
return and serenade us with their many songs and other
vocalizations. I used to be able to hear all those wonderful who come Into the state by the millions. According to the
BirdCast Migration Dashboard, over three million birds
came into Somerset County last night, so I guess I will be
Inside this issue:
doing some birding today!
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On a sad note, the newest report on birds is that nearly 3
billion birds have disappeared since 1970. Scientists point
to habitat loss, pesticides, agricultural practices, and
climate change as the culprits. However, there are some
simple ways to help in the effort to stop this decline:
support the educational conservation efforts of Audubon
and the Cornell Lab of Ornithology, avoid pesticides, plant
native species, make windows safer, and use recyclable
plastic.
Never has birding been more critical to my well-being than
during this pandemic. When I could not go to the gym for
my regular exercise class, and I could not play pickleball or

even socialize with friends, I could still do birding. I could
sit in the house and watch birds through the window or go
for a walk and spot them out and about in their lives. The
more I have become involved in birding, the more I have
realized how comforting it is for me. Birding gives me my
daily dose of Nature, and this has a positive effect on my
mental health. It is a meditative process that keeps me in
the present moment; I focus only on the birds, keeping me
from distracting thoughts and worries. These are very
peaceful moments in such stressful times.

for the outbound traffic, and Gary manned the inbound
lane.
Despite the headline in that day’s edition of the Kennebec
Journal announcing the end of the toll, business was brisk.
We were taking in dimes and tickets and sometimes
making change for quarters. Occasionally, an out-of-town
trucker would stop and ask what the toll was. As I waived
them through, the drivers would offer their genuine
gratitude. In a few instances we provided directions. But,
remarkably, no driver just passed through.

—Carole Baldwin, UMASC Board Chair

Finally, a cabdriver stopped in the inbound lane and
challenged Gary. “There’s no toll on the bridge. It was in
the paper this morning,” said the perturbed driver. Always
quick on his feet, Gary replied, “The Highway Department
discovered they are $86.00 short on paying for the bridge,
so we’re here until we collect the shortfall.” The cabbie
was not impressed, and off he went.

A Bridge Too Far?
How many of you remember the toll
booths that graced the Memorial
Bridge in Augusta from 1949 to
1967? There were three booths on
the east side of the rotary circle: one
booth served traffic entering the
bridge, the second booth served
traffic exiting the bridge, and the
third booth served both inbound and
outbound traffic. The toll for the
bridge was $0.10, but we could
expedite traffic by purchasing strips of tickets for $1.00
apiece.

We nonchalantly went on with our business for another
ten minutes when the same cab driver approached Gary’s
booth again. From my vantage point, I could see that an
Augusta police officer occupied the back seat of the cab. I
could have made a run for it, but you have to stick with
your business partner. Gary and I were escorted to an
awaiting patrol car and took a brief ride to City Hall.
We were asked to empty our pockets of change and the
no-longer-valid tickets. Now, I glibly reported that we had
started the evening with much of this change. We were on
our way to visit our friend at Colby, where we planned to
play pool and pinball; thus, we had to have a bunch of
change. Unfortunately, we never had a chance to count
the loot, but I know I was listing slightly to the right as I
walked. We each left with a portion of our take as the
police accepted the story that we began the evening with a
pocket full of quarters.

For eighteen years, the toll was an accepted part of
navigating the city. Virtually every vehicle had a stash of
light-orange tickets that enabled you to travel back and
forth. After consulting with the Department of
Transportation (known in 1967 as the Highway
Department), local Legislator Russell Brown was the
primary sponsor of a bill ending the toll. As a result, the
Memorial Bridge toll ended on a Friday in early October.
Two diamond-shaped signs reading “Toll-Free” were
placed on metal stands on both the inbound and outbound
end of the island housing the middle toll booth. This was
an interim measure to alert motorists that they no longer
needed to stop and pay the toll. In the early evening after
the toll had been eliminated, two local youths were
hitchhiking at the entrance to the bridge. The two youths
were me and my friend Gary Hawkins on our way to visit a
friend attending Colby College.

As we waited to catch a lift, we had a moment of
telepathy. Without much, if any, discussion, we launched
into action. We moved the signs so that you couldn’t see
them as you approached the toll booth. None of the
booths were lighted as they normally would have been.
Memorial Bridge Tollbooths, Photo courtesy of Norman Elvin
The booths were locked, but an extension enabled toll
collectors to reach drivers paying their toll more easily. So, We were advised that we would likely be charged with
no problem! I took up my assignment in the middle booth petty theft and duping the public. That announcement did
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give us pause, but then the officers left the room to discuss
our plight. From the next room, we could hear the officers
laughing—even the veteran lieutenant, who had a
notoriously limited sense of humor. When the officers
returned, they told us the case would have to be referred
to the District Attorney, but we could leave after we called
our parents.

she began her career as a free-lance photographer. Today,
she still loves photography, especially with her iPhone. She
reports, “I don’t look like a ‘photographer’ anymore, but I
always have my camera with me!”
Discovering, however, that the financial rewards for such a
career choice were unreliable, she began teaching in art
school. But she found the British pedagogical methods
uninspiring. Interested in American methodologies, Anne
found her way to USM with the help of a scholarship to
study adult education.

Ever the pragmatist, Gary asked, “Do we have to call our
parents? This is gonna ruin my weekend.” We made our
calls, and after maybe half an hour, we were released. To
breathe the chilling evening’s fresh air as free men (boys)!

Coming to Maine was a bit of an adjustment for her. Even
telling time was an issue! What was a quarter of one?
Which quarter? Of what? Was this quarter to or quarter
past? Getting around Portland also presented problems.
She saw lots of busses, but where were the bus stops?
Eventually, she discovered that bus stops were signaled
only by an orange band painted on a tree or a pole. On the
plus side, coffee and honey buns were delicious. Pizza and
beer were a great combination as well! “Good beers in
America!” she declares with a laugh.

Rumor has it that a zealous Assistant District Attorney
wanted to prosecute, but he was shamed by his
colleagues. A few weeks later, I ran into Rep. Brown, who
had been awarded a lamented “last” ticket from the
Memorial Bridge. I notified Russell that, in fact, I had the
last bridge ticket.
College and work prevented Gary and me from achieving
the goal of collecting the last toll on the Bangor/Brewer
Bridge. You really can’t duplicate spontaneity.

At USM, Anne got very interested in virtual tools and
virtual education, especially with a view to improving the
quality of online education, which she found deadly dull.
So, combining her interest in adult education and virtual
learning, Anne did a series of classes for the Osher Lifelong
Learning Institute, better known as OLLI; that was a
wonderful experience! Eventually, she became Director of
Communications for the National OLLI Resource Center,
which, in turn, led to her connection with the Maine
Senior College Network (MSCN), where she is also now the
Director of Communications.

Thirty years later, when I was serving on the Augusta
Board of Education, we would conduct an annual
recognition program for retiring teachers and school staff
with extended years of service. Among the presenters was
Robert Vachon, Cony High School security officer. Bob was
among our interrogators that night in 1967, and he
presented me with a replica Memorial Bridge toll ticket.
It just shows that a life of crime can follow you for
decades.
—Frank Johnson

So what is the Maine Senior College Network, you ask, and
how did it all start? After retiring from Temple Beth El in
Portland, Rabbi Harry Sky became interested in education
Anne Cardale’s early life was for people in their 50s and up. Working with Richard
tailor-made to lead her to
Pattenaude, the President of USM, he organized a
adult life with creativity as
luncheon to gauge interest in the idea. They were shocked
an underlying theme. She
when 500 seniors enthusiastic about lifelong learning
was born in the beautiful
showed up! This led to the formation of a senior college at
Lake District of England, but
The Illuminator is a biannual publication of
her father, a vicar, soon
The University of Maine at Augusta’s Senior College.
moved her family to
Porchester on the south
Chair: Carole Baldwin
coast. The church’s location
Masthead Design: Gale Mettey
on the grounds of the
Photography: Senior College Members
historic Porchester Castle in Hampshire provided Anne
Production and Design: Kay Fiedler, Eugene Moreau,
with opportunities to exercise her imagination to the
Pamela St. Peter, Ann Sullivan
fullest, and she grew up with what she described as
Circulation: Robert O’Halloran, Pamela St. Peter, Ann
“delusions of grandeur.”
Sullivan
UMA Faculty Reps: Patricia Clark, Pamela MacRae
While training as a graphic designer in art school, Anne
UMA Liaison and Coordinator: Pamela St. Peter
became interested in photography, and even as a student,

Here is Someone
We’d Like You to Meet!
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USM, later known as OLLI. There already were a few senior
colleges in Maine, so it seemed like a good idea to offer
this kind of opportunity to older adults throughout the
State. Governor Angus King supported this, and after two
tries, the legislature granted funds for the Maine Senior
College Network and seed money for programs statewide.
USM was appointed as a center to distribute seed money
and establish the network.

sheets” (www.maineseniorcollege.org/zoom-tipsheets)
that explain various Zoom processes and will soon be
updating them as Zoom makes revisions to improve the
product.
Anne views her job as a resource, a facilitator. Rather than
tell people how to solve a problem, she directs them to
others who might help find a solution. That’s precisely the
point of the Wednesday meetings. The senior colleges are
there to communicate with and support each other. Anne
is very hopeful that this attitude will continue long into the
future.

Today, sixteen Maine senior colleges belong to the
network. Representatives from these colleges meet
weekly on Zoom with Anne to discuss topics that she
proposes based on suggestions from the members. She
describes these events as “a sort of Rubik’s cube of
different senior colleges.” Like the Rubik’s cube, this can
appear daunting; the colleges come to these meetings
with different experiences and situations. Despite this
disparity, an underlying commonality fosters
brainstorming and problem-solving. Anne describes these
meetings as “delightful, amazing, and inspiring,” and she is
impressed by this “think tank” that works hard to
troubleshoot issues that colleges both large and small
might encounter.

One of the concerns that members of the Wednesday
group are now considering is planning for the future. In
many cases, the “old guard” is retiring. So how do we find
new recruits willing and able to replace the departing
board members? We need to keep our eye on this.
Another concern is the loss of members who either don’t
use the Internet or fear coming to in-person classes. How
do we get them to come back to us, and how do we attract
new members? Always positive, Anne reminds us that
“word of mouth” is our best publicity strategy. She advises
us to share our experiences at senior college with friends
and acquaintances, telling them precisely why they would
enjoy senior college as much as we do.

Aside from the weekly meetings, what else does Anne’s
job entail? Her previous experience in graphic design and
photography has turned out to be an essential asset, as
she is responsible for the MSCN website
(www.maineseniorcollege.org), where you will find all
sorts of goodies, including the monthly newsletter and
information about classes at other senior colleges. Did you
know that members of Maine senior colleges are eligible
to take courses at the other Maine senior colleges? In
most cases, you pay only the fee for the class.

Anne has always been interested in adult ed, and she is
thrilled to observe that our instructors make learning fun.
Furthermore, our members are people who just want to
learn “for the fun of it, for the love of it” and not because
they have to. Anne is delighted to report that the network
is working on a project to promote conversations about
climate change. The idea is to broach the topic gently so
that people don’t feel overwhelmed by it. Finally, Anne is
pleased to note how positive and forward-thinking the
senior colleges and their members are. Covid-19 came
along, and senior colleges have adapted. Yes, folks were
sometimes reticent to use Zoom, but so often, “Once they
dipped their toes in the pool,” they ran with it. Were it not
for this attitude, would senior colleges have survived?

Anne’s background in adult education has been valuable.
Her work in non-traditional settings has led her to
understand the importance of lifelong learning and its
effect on positive aging. In addition, she has long been
interested in online learning. In 2015, she’d already
started experimenting with Zoom, which was still
somewhat clunky but worth experimenting with, and she
ran a class on decorative journal and letter writing on
Zoom. This online technology enabled people to interact
easily; it created an atmosphere of easy social exchange
and social connectedness. Her interest in Zoom turned out
to be incredibly useful once Covid-19 struck. Anne held
training sessions for senior college members who needed
to get up to speed in order to host Zoom classes; at
UMASC we certainly benefited from that support!

—Kay Fiedler, Ann Sullivan

Pétanque - Even for me!

What WOULD Donna Dachs do
with a set of (metal) balls?
She found out TODAY!!!!
Took first of 4 weekly sessions - PÉTANQUE Augusta Mill Park Pétanque courts.
University of Maine Augusta Senior College course.
Anne’s work with Zoom has turned out to be a key aspect Twelve of us - seniors - men and women of her day-to-day work. She helps OLLI as tech support for different: ages, heights, physiques, and weights.
First - Ray Fecteau talked to us,
their classes. In addition, she runs training sessions for
so we'd get acquainted with the game;
anyone who wants them. She has created “tip
4

its history; its popularity - WORLDWIDE!!!!
What you need to play:
some rules, some techniques...
We split up into 4 teams of 3.
Gary and Cliff worked with my team and the Blue team.
They were WONDERFUL!!
Patient and fun!
I never thought I could pick up any sport!
(That's why I keep most of my exercise to the pool or
walking).
I'm too short.
I have zero confidence.
I am curvy - "speed bumps"
Each time I've tried: tennis, golf, softball I have to figure out whether I should swing over or under "them."
With pétanque,
you swing your arm back and forth
by your side!!!
UMASC invited seniors of all:
ages, sizes, shapes even in wheelchairs to give pétanque a try!
What about team dynamics?
Remember being picked last?
I do!
One of the teams had taller, thinner ladies.
Our team - a couple of shorter, hippy, bosomy players!!!
I wondered if I'd have to purchase
form-fitting undergarments...
Guess what?
Didn't matter!!!!
I earned 2 points for my team!
We cheered one another on!
I understand why Augusta
invested in pétanque courts!
The two hours flew by!
I smiled so much, my face hurt!
After 3 more weekly sessions,
I just might invest in my own set of metal balls!
I look forward to continued outside fun with NEW friends,
and friends I've not seen for a LONG time folks who ALREADY play pétanque like my ole theater buddy, RB!!!
—Donna Dachs

At age fifty, reckoning life was
more than half over, I took stock
and established future goals. I
didn’t know I was creating my
“bucket list” because it happened
ten years before the movie with
the same name became a smash
hit. I began uncoupling childhood
dreams and early adulthood
acquisitions: the spouse, the
family home, the career. And set my target on travel, the
first entry on my bucket list.
Like Elizabeth Gilbert’s memoir Eat, Pray, Love, I crafted
my own story that could be titled Love, Pray, Eat. After the
divorce, my two best friends provided the love and
support I needed at the time. They enjoyed traveling too.
We were all single, and our children were adults
themselves. During summers away from a packed school
schedule, we became sightseeing tourists: Virginia Beach,
Cape Cod, Rhode Island, and New Brunswick. For my 50th
birthday, the “besties” gifted me my first cruise, a mini trip
from Maine to Nova Scotia on a high-speed ferry.
For my spiritual growth, I selected a retreat center in the
Northeast whose instructors were authors of books I had
read: Full Catastrophe Living; The Seven Spiritual Laws of
Success; and Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind. I wanted to soak
up every piece of information, learn new skills, and build a
wholesome life with less striving and more inner peace.
Returning home, I remembered the “Law of Intention and
Desire,” taught by Deepak Chopra. So, I added a special
line on the bucket list for acquiring $1,000,000. I even
printed a money order and tacked it on my bulletin board
so universal energy could coalesce around the desire and
make fulfillment an actuality. It was one way of sending
into the ether my wish for less striving.

In keeping with the chronicle
Love, Pray, Eat, I booked the big
“getting-over-the-divorce” trip
and ate my way across Italy:
pasta, fresh bread slathered with
olive oil, antipasto, mozzarella,
and pizza. Don’t forget the wine
consumed like glasses of water.
Top that off with a creamy gelato
or tiramisu, and what do you get?
Bucket Listing:
— Almost eight pounds heavier in
just one week. “Oh, mamma
How My Sense of Adventure Changes
mia,” what a trip: Florence, Siena, Venice, and Rome,
“My life has been full of ‘next times.’ Things I always
where pages of history books came alive as I sat sipping
assumed I’d get to eventually. But now I realize that I am
running out of time to do them.”— Rebecca Pearson from coffee at a little café across from the Colosseum.
This Is Us, NBC.
I continued my love of travel through the next decade,
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taking two-week trips every other summer to visit
America’s National Parks. As my age crept toward sixty, I
noticed a slowing down and let some bucket list items
slide into oblivion. That was “a good.”
Because the day after I turned 65, I woke to a body that
fought almost everything. It felt like I was being
reincarnated into another person, a species I had never
known, or maybe I was becoming an alien found at Mos
Eisley Cantina in Star Wars. Mornings after hovering
daylong over a canvas, my neck screams with kinks and
refuses to turn left or right. After walking two hours on
nearby trails, my knees grind to a halt, then throb. In
winter, after boots smack a frozen pavement with 5,000
steps, the shoulders stiffen. In summer, every part of the
body says “no” to hiking uphill over rocks and tree roots. It
was also then that my internal organs started to take a
strong stance against green peppers and raw onions. They
rejected French fries and burgers, claiming concern about
clogged coils.

doing stage to the tranquility of being. I continue to trust
the process and know that fulfillment happens when least
expected. So, I’ll just remind the Universe I’m still waiting
for my $1,000,000 money order to arrive.
—Ann Pike

Frilly Fields of Queen Anne’s Lace

My grandmother once told me that
not even a thousand lacemakers
tatting continuously for ten years
could replicate the breathtaking
beauty that can fill a single vacant
field in the mid-coast farmlands
with the delicate virgin white
flower—Queen Anne’s lace. Yet
nature accomplishes this feat each year in just a matter of
weeks. It’s hard to decide which view is more
spectacular—thousands of the flat filigreed flowers,
crowding together as if spectators at an open-air concert,
swaying with the prevailing breezes, or the detailed
branching symmetry of each flowerhead’s hundreds of
I still traveled but settled for more local attractions,
covering Kittery to Caribou. Instead of the Grand Canyon, I tiny white blossoms.
found Biddeford Pool, the Giant’s Stairs, and Cliff Walk.
Instead of exploring hoodoos in the badlands, I
investigated a white granite quarry, the Penobscot
Narrows Observatory, and Step Falls. I strolled across a
swinging footbridge, a draw-footbridge, and the Wiggly
Bridge to Steedman Woods. On Bailey Island, there’s the
Cribstone Bridge, the only remaining one in the world.
Now at 75, aging happens so quickly that much time is
required for recovery. It takes me an hour to hot wax and
exercise my hands after typing all morning. After thirty
minutes of walking, I lie on my message pad for another
thirty minutes before stretching. If I forget and walk extra
minutes, it exponentially increases the recovery time. I’m
beginning to think, why bother to get out of bed? And why It wasn’t until last year that I discovered this beautiful
pure white flower isn’t pure white after all. Instead, each
make a bucket list at all? I might not be around for the
flowerhead sports a tiny floret of red to purple color in the
next listed item.
very center of its bloom. It amazed me to find the little dot
Overall, I’m satisfied with being alive and satisfied with
in the center of the enlarged pictures I had taken.
mobility. Sight and thought are still present and serving
me as well as I can expect. Long-term memory is intact as I As one would expect,
legends were born to
rummage through it, and short-term memory remains
explain this stain on the
what it is. Short. At 75 I can sit back, observe, and write
otherwise pristine
about what I see. I can think about how to get from one
sentence to another, from one topic to another, and after blossom. One story holds
that the flower was named
many drafts, how to organize a piece to its end.
after St. Anne, the mother
I don’t know what adventures lie between now and my
of Mary and grandmother
end. I have done the things I wanted to do except,
of Jesus; she is the patron
perhaps, more publishing. But this, like touring Egypt and saint of lacemakers.
cruising the Caribbean, will probably fade out of memory According to Christian symbolism, the red florets
in a few more years. And that’s ok. I have moved from the represent the blood of Jesus surrounded by his followers.
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A more popular legend has it that Queen Anne of Denmark There are few references to Queen Anne’s Lace in
(1574-1619), considered an expert lacemaker, challenged
literature, but this classic poem by Mary Leslie Newton is a
her ladies-in-waiting to a contest to see who could produce whimsical favorite. It begins like this:
a piece of lace as beautiful as the flower, but none of them
Queen Anne, has washed her lace
could rival her efforts. However, Queen Anne pricked her
(She chose a summer day)
finger during the competition, and a single drop of her
And hung it in a grassy place
blood fell onto the white lace she was sewing. Others
To whiten, if it may.
believe the queen in this legend was actually Queen Anne
—Brenda E. Smith
of Denmark’s granddaughter Anne, Queen of Great Britain
(1665-1714).
This lovely flower also offers opportunities for philosophical
reflection. Theresa Roach Melia wrote about the complex
design of the plant: “The Flower Queen offers sacred
geometry, interconnectedness, pathways to use in our
approach toward the infinite, and the same pathways lead
back to the exquisite structure of her reassuringly
commonplace presence in our lives in the airy warmth of
summertime.”

Everything You Wanted to Know about Tapas
But Would Rather Eat…

In thirteenth-century Spain, King Alfonso X “The Wise” was
recovering from a gastrointestinal
illness by the prescription of large
quantities of wine. He took small
dishes of food in between to stay
sober. After recovering, Alfonso X
was so pleased that he ordered that
taverns could not serve wine unless
But there is also fun to be had. When I gathered flowers,
accompanied by a small snack to
my grandmother used to help me press them between
sheets of tissues hidden in the pages of a stack of books. As prevent public drunkenness. So we have the most popular
theory of the origin of the Spanish habit of serving small
the flowerheads dried, they held their shape nicely and
dishes of a variety of foods to accompany wine or beer
looked like oversized summer snowflakes. A science
experiment that will delight school children involves placing throughout the day.
cut stems in a glass of water with food coloring to watch
Tapa means ‘cover’ or ‘lid.’ Thus, the first tapa may have
the capillary action as the blooms slowly change to the
been a beverage—wine or beer covered with a hunk of
color of the water they are drinking.
bread, cheese, or meat placed over the glass to keep the
flies out or to hide the odor of cheap wine.
There is lots of fascinating trivia related to these unique
flowers. In nature, they are an important host plant for the
In Spain, dinners are served later than in any other country
black swallowtail butterfly, while the European Starling
in Europe. Restaurants are not full until 10 pm. As a tourist
prefers their foliage for nesting material because of their
in Spain, I would have dinner in a nearly empty restaurant
antibacterial and insecticidal properties. In addition, some
at 7 pm because I could not stay up late and then visit
farmers believe that Queen Anne’s Lace planted near
churches and museums the next day. Relaxation with a
tomato fields boosts tomato plant production.
libation and some tapas was the perfect afternoon for me.
When approaching and using Queen Anne’s Lace, one must Others enjoy tapas in the early evening before a late
dinner. Still others forget the dinner and share a variety of
heed some critical warnings. The flower is nearly identical
tapas with friends while traveling to different bars or
to another of its relatives—hemlock. It is crucially
taverns throughout the evening.
important to differentiate between these two plants
because hemlock, if ingested, can be a deadly poison. A
Tapas bars and taverns are found not only in Spain; they are
hemlock-tinged potion caused Socrates’ death. Careful
now popular in
observation can prevent a deadly mistake. The hemlock
public places
plant has a disgusting smell, and its stalk is smooth with
around the world.
purple splotches, while Queen Anne’s lace smells like
Today, tapas can
carrots, and its stalk is hairy and solid green.
be prepared as
an appetizer for
Since the time of Hippocrates, the seeds in high
dinner or at social
concentrations have been used as a method of
events such as
contraception or as a “morning-after treatment” to provoke
wine tastings.
a miscarriage. In some parts of the world, this practice still
Tapas can be a
prevails today. Therefore, pregnant women should avoid
Tapas bar and restaurant at Plaza Mayor, Madrid , Photo by
plate of olives,
ingesting any form of the Queen Anne’s Lace seed to
Brian Snelson, licensed under CC BY 2.0
ensure a successful pregnancy.
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hummus, pickles, tabbouleh, or hundreds of other simple
dishes.

for many years. Aunt Lucy wore full skirts and pearls and
never owned a pair of slacks. She had a comprehensive
stamp collection which she enthusiastically shared and let
I include a list of some interesting tapas, recipes not
us lick the little adhesive tabs that secured the stamps in
included.
her albums. Her wrists were often adorned with heavy,
Tortilla de Espinacus: (potato and spinach tortilla)
dangling charm bracelets full of mementos of her
prepared with spinach leaves, potato cubes, purple onion, European travels. She was gregarious and charming until
and devilled eggs
she turned off her hearing aids and talked and talked and
Portatus Bravas (brave potatoes): fried potato cubes with a talked. She dealt with breast cancer gracefully and always
spicy (brave) tomato sauce and aioli with lemon, eggs, and in a beautiful peignoir until she had to trade it for a
hospital johnny.
garlic

Fish Taco Cones: with different fillings such as salmon
pineapple chili gravlax, or tuna tartare
Finally, other possibilities include pulled pastrami sliders
with house slaw and greens, Grandma’s chopped liver,
devilled eggs, fig and olive tapenade, and hot artichoke
and spinach dip.
—Prepared for your gustatory enjoyment by
Peter Rosenberg!
¡Buen provecho!

THE AUNTS
My family included a bevy of maiden
aunts, sisters of my paternal
grandmother. Two of these great aunts,
Geneva and Lucy, lived near us and were
a presence in our lives. My mother coined
the phrase “the Aunts” to describe them.
Whenever the Aunts were coming to a
birthday or holiday celebration, we had to
clean up, dress up, and use our best
manners. They added a dimension of elegance, propriety,
and worldliness to our small-town life.

The Aunts had very distinctive ideas about gift-giving. Each
year for Christmas, we received a silver spoon carefully
nestled in a long, narrow, pink box still smelling of the
fancy perfumed bar soap they favored. As you might
imagine, these boxes were left to be opened last—never
really appreciated until decades later. Each birthday
brought a new classic book like Little Women, Heidi, Tom
Sawyer, and Treasure Island. They were hard-covered,
often beautifully illustrated editions, and we all read our
own and then traded. The former teacher Aunts monitored
whether we had read the books by inserting artfully
camouflaged quiz questions into our conversations.
These gifts were meticulously wrapped in leftover paper
and ribbons. The Aunts carefully folded and saved
wrapping paper when they received gifts. If the paper got
too wrinkled, they pressed it with a warm iron. And they
had a drawer full of used ribbons and bows to decorate
their packages. The old-fashioned curling ribbon had an
incredible amount of resilience, and they used scissors to
curl it up as tight as it would go. Gift tags were made from
cut-up greeting cards. They were masters at turning an old
Christmas card into a birthday tag.
The Aunts delighted in hosting tea parties for us kids. They
set up a special table with linens, china, and silver (the
same pattern as our growing spoon collections). They
served us Constant Comment tea laced with milk and
sugar. I never liked the tea and surreptitiously traded cups
with my sister Anne under the table. However, I did love
the petit fours and special cookies they brought back from
their travels. Those sweets almost made up for having to
wear a dress with a crinoline underneath and patent
leather shoes on a hot, sunny day.

Geneva was a petite, wiry, dark-skinned woman who had
studied at the Sorbonne, taught French for many years,
and traveled the world before I was born. She retired to
Maine to care for her elderly parents. Aunt Geneva learned
to drive a car in her 50s and proudly drove a 1967 Dodge
Coronet until her failing eyesight made her surrender her
license. Gifted with a vibrant sense of humor and an
infectious girlish giggle, she was adventurous and would
try anything. My aunt wrestled with the vagaries of making
penuche fudge and always shared the results, whether
they could be cut into squares or eaten with a spoon. At
age 93, she read an article about lowering cholesterol and
tried margarine (which she pronounced ma-ga-rine) but
quickly returned to real butter. For her 100th birthday, she
requested a ride in my father’s motorboat.

When I attended a pre-pandemic family baby shower, I
carpooled with my three sisters. As we walked into the
venue, I heard my daughter-in-law say, “OK, kids, get out
of those chairs and be on your best behavior—the Aunts
are here.” As I looked down at my gift, wrapped in recycled
paper and ribbon, I realized we have become “the Aunts.” I
hope I can live up to the title!

Lucy was younger, softer, rounder, and had creamy white
skin that showed the outline of her round red rouge puff.
She also attended college and taught English and French

—Margaret Bean
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worked to authenticate her find.
They discovered photos that showed it had been displayed
in the 1930s in the courtyard
Of a replica Pompeiian villa commissioned in the 1800s by
King Ludwig I in Bavaria, Germany.
Before the Allies bombed and partially destroyed the villa
during WW II,
Priceless treasures inside were taken into storage, our
statue among them.
Somehow it disappeared after the war and eventually made
its way to the Austin Goodwill.
Just this week it is being displayed in the San Antonio
Museum of Art
Until next spring, when it will be returned to its rightful
home in Bavaria.
I tell you all of this, because I wonder how the statue came
to be in King Ludwig I’s possession.
Ludwig became king in 1825 and abdicated his throne the
same year the villa was completed in 1848.
We know he had a son, Maximilian, born in 1811.
My suspicion (and I could be wrong) is that Max, sometime
between ages 14 and 36
May have selected this very bust for his dad to celebrate
one of those special occasions.
We do know that children, even adult children, often select
gifts that remind them of their parent.
Ms. Young, quoted in the NYT, described the statue living in
her apartment
As “a very difficult, cold, aloof, emotionless man,” and I
wonder who she saw
Because in the marble features with downcast eyes I see
only wistfulness and sorrow.
We really know nothing about who cared at all for the bust
over the years.
It is clearly priceless, but perhaps less because of its age
and
More because of the complicated love embodied in its face
given by the hands of a child to his father.

Googly Eyes
Today my son brought me a white rose
Tinged in pink with baby’s breath
And a funny card for Mother’s Day.
My daughter and stepsons sent texts
Wishing me a day filled with laughter
and joy.
My life would be incomplete without
these children
And without all the love I’ve been given over the years.
My cabinets and drawers are bursting with tokens of love
selected and made by hopeful hands.
A bar of Ivory Soap is perhaps the oldest.
It sits on a shelf in a crocheted white cover.
Stuck in one end of the bar
Is a 3” pipe cleaner neck with small googly eyes glued at
the top.
It is meant to be a swan, I think,
Bought from a small shop in Hot Springs, MT many years
ago.
This swan no longer smells much like Ivory Soap, but
It is one of my treasures.
In my kitchen, there are handmade dishes
Created at one of those do-it-yourself pottery shops in
Iowa City.
They are decorated with painted flowers, trees and
indistinct animals
And have messages and wobbly signatures on the bases.
I use the largest bowl for fruit, the smaller for making
salads.
The cup is great for hot tea and bears a crack, reglued and
saved with love.
The wine goblet is used for special occasions.
Today I wore a bracelet that says “Love You Always” and a
necklace that spells “Mommy” in tiny letters.
These came to me from those same hopeful hands and
I wear them in honor of the children who picked them out
for me.
A news report the other day tells the story of a woman,
Laura Young,
Who found a 2000-year-old
Roman bust at a Goodwill in
Austin, Texas in 2018.
It cost $34.99 and weighed 52
pounds.
It rode home with her strapped
into the front seat of her car with
a yellow price sticker on its cheek.
It has lived for several years on
top of a cabinet in her living room
While two auction houses have

Photo courtesy of Laura Young and
the San Antonio Museum of Art
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I feel the love in the gifts my kids have given to me.
They are often whimsical, handmade, usually inexpensive
Sometimes lopsided and clearly meant to please.
Nowadays they are often books, earrings, candles, “You’re
the Best Mom” coffee cups
Socks and bars of soap that smell good, but without the
googly eyes.
I am delighted by a phone call, a text, a hug.
There is nothing like the delighted look on a child’s face
Hopping from foot to foot waiting for you to open their gift
Hoping that whatever you are given will be treasured and
loved.
As the kids grow older, the hopping lessens, but the love
and hope remain.

Billy Collins wrote a poem called “The Lanyard” in 2005
piano skills she
About a gift of woven strips of red and white plastic he
learned on board the
once gave his mother,
Henry B. Hyde. She
A gift he thought was worthless as he made it at camp
married a widower
But that he believed was accepted as a treasure far more
from Worcester and
valuable than that of the Roman bust.
raised his two
Writing this poem as an adult he regrets that he thought
daughters (six and
that his simple gift was enough to repay his mother
ten) and my father.
Knowing that there is no way to repay a parent for all they
They had homes in
do for a child.
Searsport,
Left to right: Mrs. Pendleton, Lettie (with a braid), Mrs.
Lucy (with the dog), Captain Butman, Captain
I hate to tell Mr. Collins, US Poet Laureate 2001-2003, and Butman,
Worcester, and
Pendleton (seated) and Lucy Snow
New York State Poet 2004-2006,
Miami Beach and
Courtesy Penobscot Marine Museum, PMM Image ID:
But I think he is wrong.
spent some time in
LB2008.3.291
Any
use
of
this
image
is
prohibited
without
first
obtaining
I feel sorry for Mr. Collins.
California, where
the written consent from Penobscot Marine Museum.
Sorry that he seems to feel he has not measured up
Captain Phineas had
Sorry that he may still be trying to repay his mother’s gift retired and had a date ranch. Life was good for almost
of life.
forty years. That all changed in 1948; she lost my father in
There is no greater gift for a parent than the simple gift of June and my grandfather in September—before my
a child’s joy.
second birthday.
There is no greater gift than the one given with an
Jump ahead to 1953 and I’m living with my aunt and uncle
honest heart.
in New England. As we did every very June, my family,
Love does not require repayment.
along with a cat and a dog, left our house in Connecticut at
I hope that when the Roman bust finds his way home, that
5 am for the seven-hour drive to Maine. There, we would
wistful expression turns to joy.
spend the summer with my grandmother in her cottage on
I hope that a child somewhere in Bavaria sticks googly eyes
Penobscot Bay.
in his Roman eye sockets.
Rest stops were only for gasoline; otherwise, “Can you
—Alice Smith
hold it?” was the message from the driver. By the time we
“The Navy Hymn”
Whenever I hear “The Navy Hymn” (“Eternal Father Strong arrived in Searsport, my aunt’s black suit (she always
insisted on dressing up for the trip) was covered in dog
to Save”), I think of my ancestors and their perilous
hair, the cat was perched on the rear window ledge
journeys transporting cargo by sea during the 1800s.
howling, and I had been car sick at least once.
Sailing from New York or Boston, they
began the three to four-month voyage
on the Henry B. Hyde around Cape Horn
to San Francisco, and on to ports in
Europe and Hong Kong. Many Searsport
families accompanied their captain
fathers on these voyages where their
home at sea was much like their home on dry land. The
survivors experienced both the adventures and the
tragedies. Lettie Snow Pendleton, the daughter of Phineas
Pendleton III, made the journey seven times, the first
when she was just twelve years old and the last when she
was twenty. When she was interviewed by the Women
Today magazine in March of 1954, she said, “I doubt that it
would be exciting enough for the young people of today.”
I doubt that young people living in 1954 and especially
today would have the “stones” to make even one trip in a
280-foot wooden sailboat without a motor, riding out
swells as tall as a ten-story building!
When her time at sea was over, Lettie graduated from the
New England Conservatory of Music, where she honed the

The soothing sound and the briny smell of the ocean
always greeted us as we got out of the car. “Smell that sea
air,” my uncle would sing out as the cat ran to the front of
the cottage where she rolled in the sand, and my aunt
emerged from the car in her hairy black Lord and Taylor
suit. My only thought, as I went to find my grandmother,
was about the adventures that lay ahead of me in the
months to come: swimming all day, going to riding camp
with seven friends (six of whom are still alive and still
friends), pulling taffy in the old cottage kitchen with two
lead sinks, and Sunday dinners on the long glassed-in
porch with the pass-through window to the kitchen. “You
have grown,” she’d say (even though I hadn’t grown an
inch) and hug me in her blue flowered dress and double
strand of pearls. And so began the happiest months of her
year as well as mine.
Though only in my life for 12 years, I sensed that she was
the strongest person I had ever met. I would only learn
later just how strong she was.
—Penny McGown
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Chuck Acker
It’s hard to describe Chuck Acker with more superlatives than have already been written
about him. His obituary calls him: “a renaissance man who possessed myriad and diverse
talents; he was a farmer and builder, psychologist and poet, a scholar and teacher.” We
who knew him solely through his work at Senior College saw him as a teacher extraordinaire.
Taking a course taught by Chuck was no snap. He prepared a syllabus, assigned readings,
and expected his students to be prepared to take part in classroom discussions. He posed
thought-provoking questions and seemed to enjoy the debates that ensued. And the subject matters were always
timely; e.g., the title of a course he taught in the fall semester of 2021 was: “The Price of Progress and Should We
Care?” The course dealt with “pollution and disease, and the finding of empathy in a nation divided”—food for
thought, as were all his classes. In addition to assigned readings, the bibliography at the end of the syllabus listed
three unassigned books that students were encouraged to read. They dealt with such timely issues as climate change,
poverty, and the “aspirational class.” It’s clear Chuck wanted to create intellectuals out of all of us!
He had a way of stimulating those neurons such that when the semester ended, you always wanted to know more,
which is why the same students enrolled in his classes year after year. Over a period of twenty years, Chuck taught
sixty classes. Translate that into the time spent preparing for those courses, and it adds up to a goodly part of his
teaching career.
Chuck took Senior College classes as well as taught them. He attended concerts and lectures and checked in regularly
with committee chairs to ensure they were working to come up with new ideas for courses. Bump into Chuck in the
cafeteria, and he would always ask you to join him—and then solicit new ideas for courses. He even asked the folks at
Mill Park Pétanque Club in Augusta to teach a Senior College course and then proceeded to take pétanque himself.
The Mill Park folks said he enjoyed playing the game, and the instructors said they enjoyed his company. After his
passing, they wrote to the UMASC Executive Director, saying, “We will remember him with fondness and for his generosity.” Which expresses precisely how most of us will remember Chuck.
One of his most successful brainstorms was the Forum on the Future, a subcommittee of UMASC. Chuck wanted to
engage members of the public, to bring about greater public awareness concerning issues of the day. Enlisting the
help of several members of Senior College, he formed a committee and designed a format for the Forum. Topics included such timely issues as: Should We Make Education Affordable to All?, Looking at the Second Amendment, and
Health Care For All—all things he thought were important to improving people’s lives. Panelists were drawn from all
sides of the issues, but the discussions were solely educational, never debates. Forum speakers included such luminaries as U.S. Senator Angus King, Secretary of State Shenna Bellows, and journalist Bill Nemitz. The forums were one
more successful endeavor on the part of Chuck.
It’s clear to see, reading his obituary, that Chuck was a visionary, always looking for ways to make the world around
him a bit better—from helping establish Topanga State Park when he lived in Topanga Canyon, California; to designing
the passive solar house his family now enjoys in Whitefield, Maine; to helping develop a comprehensive town plan; to
helping found UMA Senior College.
We who worked closely with Chuck on any of his myriad projects came to know him as a gentle and kind spirit, but no
pushover; laid back, but a tiger when it came to achieving his goals; plain-spoken and understated, but gifted with a
tremendously powerful intellect.
Suffice to say that with the passing of Chuck Acker, Senior College has lost its best friend.
—Marilyn Canavan
A public celebration of life to remember Chuck Acker, founder of UMA Senior College, will be held on Friday, August
5th from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Cohen Community Center in Hallowell. The public is invited to join Chuck’s family to reflect and share memories. An email was sent to UMASC members with a link to an online RSVP form. Those
who would like to attend the reception should RSVP by July 25th.
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MANY THANKS TO GALE METTEY FOR THE BEAUTIFUL NEW ILLUMINATOR MASTHEAD!!!
Coming this summer: Monarch Butterflies, Milkweed, and Maine - This four-session course will
provide information about Maine’s milkweeds, monarch butterfly ecology, threats, and best
practices everyone can engage in to help protect this iconic Maine summer resident and other
pollinators and migrators. Check the UMASC website for more information and registration.
While summer is just getting started, the curriculum and office committees are already at work on
the fall semester lineup.


Fall 2022 classes will begin the week of September 19.



Registration will open on September 6.



Information on fall offerings will be on the website and in the mail in late August.



The deadline for submission of items for the fall edition of The Illuminator is December 1.

If you have been enjoying UMASC courses and activities, please be aware that all programming is
coordinated and presented by volunteers. They make our Senior College work! You may want to
consider joining one of our committees, teaching a class, or being part of our lecture series. New
ideas and new energy keep UMASC going strong! Contact us at office@umasc.org.
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